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Figure 1: We approximate the Cour Visconti roof in the Louvre, Paris, by a quad mesh with planar faces which caps a honeycomb (consisting
of hexagonal cells whose walls intersect at 120◦). This structure exhibits several features important in freeform architectural design: planar
faces, low valence of nodes, a torsion-free support structure, and repetitive node geometry.

Abstract

In freeform architecture and fabrication aware design, repetitive ge-
ometry is a very important contribution to the reduction of pro-
duction costs. This poster addresses two closely related geomet-
ric rationalizations of freeform surfaces with repetitive elements:
freeform honeycomb structures defined as torsion-free structures
where the walls of cells meet at 120 degrees, and Lobel frames
formed by equilateral triangles. There turns out to be an interesting
duality between these two structures, and this poster discusses the
geometric relation, computation, modeling as well as applications
of them.

1 Introduction and Overview

Nature’s design strategies and solutions are a rich source of inspi-
ration for various branches of science and technology. From the
perspective of architectural geometry, we could view honeycomb
structures to be such examples as torsion-free support structures
consisting of hexagonal cells with planar walls meeting at regular
nodes at 120 degrees. As all nodes are congruent within a reason-
able tolerance, the fabrication of these structures is facilitated.

Structures made from equilateral triangles are called Lobel frames
in honor of the French architect Alain Lobel who intensively stud-
ied them. Surprisingly, we found an interesting dual relationship
between Lobel frames and freeform honeycomb structures. By
translating and connecting wall normals, a Lobel frame could be
derived from a honeycomb structure (Figure 2), and vice versa.

2 Algorithms and Results

The efficiency of our computation relies on a regularized Newton-
like method to access the constraint manifold of possible solutions
with the guidance of novel regularizers. On the application side,
we have applied the modeling procedure for shading systems, quad
meshing (Figure 1), and polyhedral patterns.

Figure 2: Lobel frames are surfaces with equilateral triangles (top-
right). They could be derived from honeycomb structures as a spe-
cial kind of dual structures (top-left). Lobel frames with valence-6
vertices are developable, as visualized by a rendering with tangen-
tial lighting, recalling crumpled paper (bottom).

We consider the work presented in this poster as a contribution to
the wider topic of freeform patterns, polyhedral or otherwise. Such
patterns require new approaches on the technical level, e.g. in the
treatment of smoothness, but they also extend our view of what
constitutes aesthetic freeform geometry.
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